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Special paragliding equipment 

HOT-5 
Heated gloves with energy-efficient metal fiber heating elements on 

both sides of your hand – back and palm 

 

5 warm fingers 

5 heating levels 

5 good reasons  

 

Our featured heated gloves are specially designed for paramotor pilots flying in 

the sky. The gloves employ metal fiber 

heating elements which are energy-efficient, 

flexible and safe to wear. The heating 

elements are placed on both sides of your 

hand, one on the back and second in your 

palm. The heating ratio is 70% on the back 

and 30% in the palm. It gives you the best 

possible heating performance even during 

long flights in very cold conditions. A 6-scale 

temperature controller is built in the glove, 

therefore it is easy to adjust the temperature with only one fingertip. The 

temperature of each glove is possible to control separately. This design makes 

them ideal for paramotor pilots who need to stay warm while keeping fingers 

free to perform complex activities. Our revolutionary heating element covers 

your five fingers completely, but consumes less power than other products. For 

using a 14.8V 4400mAh battery, it lasts for one to six hours. 

It can be used with your paramotor too. With special cable you can connect 

your gloves into paramotor plug 12-18 V. Nirvana paramotors are equipped 

with 16,8 V plug. The charge in flight system of ignition EP version (produced 

since April 2008) can cover full heating range of HOT-5 gloves. To use with 

paramotors with older ignition version (CIR) we suggest to fly at last 10 

minutes of the flight with gloves switched off, which helps you to avoid 

complications starting on your paramotor later, as the battery could be 

uncharged.  
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With innovative five layers 

design - waterproof fabric, 

waterproof breathable film, 

foam and 3M Thinsulate 

insulation fill, soft and efficient 

metal fiber heater and 

polyester lining, it makes the 

gloves soft, flexible, durable 

and comfortable to wear.  

 

A pioneer in the field, we perform strict individual QC tests, which include 

long-term exposure of gloves to -20°C temperatures. This helps ensure that 

goods reach you fault-free and impress user enough to guarantee their 

performance.  

 

Specifications  

   ITEM: HOT-5 

 

Waterproof fabric: 100% Nylon  

Waterproof membrane 

Leather: 100% PU 

Lining: 100% polyester 

Structure: 

 

Color: Black SIZE: M  L  XL 
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DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATION QUANTITY 

Battery Charger 

Input：：：：AC100V~240V   50/60 Hz 

Output：：：：DC 16.8V  1A 

CE approved 

1 

Lithium Ion Battery 

DC14.8V  4400mAh 

Weight：：：：350 g 

Dimension: 7.4cm x 3.8cm x 7.8cm 

Battery enduring time: Max 6 hours at scale one 

1 

Heating element Spec：：：：DC 14.8V  36W±3.6W  2  

 

IF IT WILL BE NOT IN USE FOR A LONG TIME, PLEASE CHARGE THE BATTERY FOR ABOUT 

FIVE HOURS BEFORE STORAGE. IT HELPS TO ENDURE BATTERY. 
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Accessories 

Ergonomic cable for connection to paramotor Nirvana 

 

 

 

 

Optional Accessories 

Battery set  
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GUIDE FOR CHARGING 

Charge the Li-ion Battery for at least FIVE hours before initial usage. 

（（（（1））））    Plug in the battery charger to the power source and the LED on the charger will 

be on（in green）. 

（（（（2））））    Insert the plug of the charger into the socket on the battery and the LED will be 

in red or green. 

（（（（3））））    The LED on charger will be in red if the battery is not charged completely. 

（（（（4））））    Once the battery is fully charged, the LED on charger turns from red to green. 

The charging time is 4 hours approximately. 

（（（（5））））    The LED on the Charger： red（During charging）green （Once the Battery is 

fully charged） 

(The Charger and the Battery are equipped with auto cut off circuit to ensure that it 

will never be over-charged or explode in case the charge time is over 8 hours.） 

   

GUIDE FOR USAGE 

（（（（1））））    Please use the gloves carefully. There are six temperature scales in the glove 

(level 0+5). The temperatures at scale 4 to 6 are very high. To avoid 

injuries, use them only while the temperature is very cold! 

（（（（2））））    Insert the plug on the heated gloves into the socket on the battery. Then the 

gloves are ON.  

（（（（3））））    Push the “+” button to turn on the glove. The LED will be in red. Push “+” again 

to increase temperature of the glove. Push “-“ to decrease the temperature.  

（（（（4））））    Please push “-“ several times to turn off the LED to ensure turn off the gloves. 

（（（（5））））    Unplug the heated gloves when they are not in use. 

 

 
WARNING: 
 

It is always necessary to use the elastic bands on your wrist and the orange 

cord over your thumb, otherwise it may damage the gloves by pulling out of the 

power cord. Such damage is not recognized as a warranty claim. Never 

disconnect cables without grasping both parts of the connector. 

Be careful not to get water inside the gloves during use! This could damage the 

gloves and void the warranty. 
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GUIDE FOR WASHING 

（1） There are controller and circuit in the gloves. Please wash the gloves with 

caution.  

（2） Wash the gloves gently by hand by damp cloth. 

（3） Do not soak the gloves in water. 

（4） Do not bleach. Do not tumble dry. Do not dry clean. 

（5） Do not iron and Dry naturally in flat. 

                           

CAUTION 
1. The temperature of gloves is very high and the gloves are designed for use in very 

cold whether. Please use them very carefully. 

2. Do not turn on the gloves without wearing them. 

3. The temperatures at scale 4 to 6 are very high. Please use them if necessary. 

4. The Li-ion battery should be avoided soaking in water or contact with any liquids or 

become wet. 

5. Please do not drop the battery or open it. 

6. To endure the battery, remember to unplug the gloves for the batteries when they 

are not in use. 

7. If the heated gloves will be not in use for a long time, be sure to re - charge the 

battery to full before storage to prolong the life of battery. It is recommended to re- 

charge the battery again every 3 months for long time storage. 

8. Please follow all the directions of the products to ensure the endurance of 

products. 

 

 

 


